
Simple 
Supplies halloween apothecary lantern

SUPPLIES & TOOLS:

DIRECTIONS:

1. Cut a piece 20” long piece of black roping. Fold in half, leaving a ¾” loop. Glue to the apothecary jar base starting 
just below the loop, leaving the loop above the top of the base. Glue all the way down the side in a straight line. 
Repeat this on the other side of the apothecary jar, directly across. Make sure to securely adhere rope pieces down 
with glue, these are the loops for attaching the handles to.

2. At the first crease in the glass, add a band of black roping around the entire circumference of the apothecary jar, 
gluing it down with hot glue. Add a jute band above and below the black roping. Glue over top the vertical roping 
already glued down in step 1.

3. On the next crease, add jute twine to the entire bulge in the glass, gluing it down with hot glue. 

4. Using the same jute twine, cover the top knob of the lid. Hot glue twine in place.

5. To add the web design to the front of the apothecary, add a dab of hot glue to the end of the thin hemp string 
and glue it to front corner. The spider web design will go between the 2 vertical black rope details added in step 1. 
Create desired web design or use the photo as a guide. Secure the ends and corners of the string with glue.

6. Cut 3 pieces of 24” long wire. Hold the three ends together 2” from the end with pliers and twist the wires 
together to create one piece. 

7. To secure the wire handle to the loops, bend two of the pieces into a hook shape. Hook them through the loop and 
then wrap the third piece of wire around the two hooked pieces to secure in place. Wrap leaving ¼” of the two 
pieces of hook unwrapped, then bend those two back down to prevent them from slipping back through.

8. Fill the inside of the apothecary with wads of purple tulle up to the top of the base. Set base aside.

9. Cut out a small tag shape from black scrapbook paper. Cut out a larger tag shape from the black and white striped 
paper.

•	 Glass apothecary jar
•	 Black wire
•	 Black scrapbook paper
•	 Black & white striped scrapbook paper
•	 Jute spool
•	 Black roping
•	 Black feather
•	 Battery-operated moon lights
•	 Key & keyhole embellishments
•	 Purple tulle
•	 Off-white ink pad

•	 Thin hemp string
•	 Pearl strands
•	 White paint marker
•	 Spider template
•	 Tag template
•	 Glue stick
•	 Scissors
•	 Ruler
•	 Hot glue gun
•	 Pliers
•	 Wire cutters
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10. Glue the smaller black tag on top of the striped tag. Antique the edges with the off-white ink pad and write BOO in 
the center with a white paint pen. Use scissors to poke a small hole for threading roping through.

11. To create the embellishment at the knob, tie a piece of black rope around the base of the knob, cut the ends so 
one end is 8” and the other 4”.

12. Thread 2 keys on the shorter 4” end and tie the end back onto itself to create a loop.

13. On the 8” end, add BOO tag and a key. Then tie the end back up onto itself to create a loop.

14. Tie a 2” piece of thin hemp string onto the black roping at the knot on the base and add a keyhole to the end.

15. Cut the end off the black feather, making it about 7” long. Strip the feather plumes from the cut end 1” up to 
create a clean base. Wrap jute around the base of the feather covering the exposed 1” base. When the end is 
reached, use the tail of the jute to tie feather to the knob.

16. Cut two pieces of pearl strands roughly 6” & 7” long. Antique the pearls with ink, let them dry and then glue the 
ends to the knob below the knots with hot glue. 

17. Cut out the spider shape using the provided template. Antique the edges with the ink pad and place the spider 
inside the front of the lid.

18. Unwrap the moon lights and loosely scrunch the lights into a ball, keeping the battery packs together. Place 
the moon lights in the lid behind the spider to illuminate the silhouette and light the lantern. Hide the battery 
components in the tulle.

Skill Level 3: Experience necessary Approx. Crafting Time: 3-5 hrs

Please read and follow all manufacturers’ instructions for all tools and materials used. 
Provide adult supervision if children participate in this project.
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